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As a computer scientist working on algorithms and applications for human behaviour analysis since the 90s, I was 
able to witness the rise of "big data," which was jokingly defined by one of my university professors as "data that 
would not fit on your computer". Indeed, such is the volume of data constantly generated by humans moving about 
with mobile phones in their pockets, using devices and services that create, store and share information about 
such usage, contributing and propagating content on social media, that it becomes difficult to organise, classify 
and interpret these digital traces with traditional computational approaches. Add to this the devices and systems 
that observe humans, such as surveillance cameras, smart infrastructure elements that log users, remote sensing 
and satellite systems, and the picture becomes even more complex. Yet, with ample opportunities for mone-
tisation, approaches and systems were quickly developed to process big data. In particular, companies quickly 
recognised that big data collected from customers could provide valuable insights for marketing and optimisation 
tasks, for content customisation, user adaptation and modelling. But such data were also valuable to governments 
for decision- making and policy, and for many researchers interested in human behaviour, including those in the 
field of migration research, looking for reliable and granular indicators of human movements over the globe.

The main premise of computational social science (or social computing) is that large- scale and complex human 
behavioural data, typically stored by companies that benefit from it for the mentioned purposes, can be analysed 
and re- purposed to address research questions from the social sciences (Lazer et al., 2020). In this new paradigm, 
carefully constructed samples and in- depth questions were replaced by numbers of subjects greater by orders of 
magnitude, and simple indicators that were sampled across much greater temporal and spatial resolutions than 
the traditional "snapshots". In addition, these were analysed in an aggregated fashion to provide proxy variables. 
For example, in a seminal study related to migration research, Blumenstock et al. (2015) illustrated that a per-
son's mobile phone usage history could be used to create a wealth indicator. They used mobile phone call detail 
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records (CDR) collected for accounting purposes by the phone company and containing the base tower locations, 
times, and durations of phone calls for each customer. Aggregating anonymised data from 1.5 million customers, 
Blumenstock and co- authors created a detailed map that predicted the wealth of people living in Rwanda, which 
showed a high correlation with the last two Demographic and Health Surveys conducted with seven and thirteen 
thousand people, respectively, at a fraction of the cost, and in a very timely fashion. Does this mean that similar big 
data initiatives can be easily created all over the world to enable improved analyses of factors known to relate to 
migration (Sîrbu et al., 2021), or to provide timely insights to policy makers? Hardly so; there are technical, ethical, 
legal, and as Scheel and Ustek- Spilda (2018) highlighted, political hurdles that hinder adopting big data solutions 
in migration statistics.

Before continuing further, I would like to point out that the big data usage examples I advocate work with ano-
nymised and aggregated data, and do not— in principle— involve data, which can be used to identify specific individ-
uals. In the last few years, several instances of technology usage in areas related to migration management came 
into question (Molnar, 2021). Particularly, high- tech solutions for large- scale biometric identification of refugees, 
drone and robotic surveillance in the borders, automatic decision- making based on artificial intelligence solutions 
in sensitive areas where the cost of an error cannot (and should not) be quantified, including lie detection technol-
ogies at European borders have been discussed in terms of their ethical and human rights ramifications. Molnar 
(2021, p.134) also pointed out that Covid- 19 increased the investment in technological solutions and states that 
"as governments move towards biosurveillance to contain the spread of the pandemic, there has been an increase 
in the use of tracking, automatic drones and other types of technologies that purport to help manage migration, 
exacerbating potential human rights concerns (Cliffe, 2020; Lewis & Mok, 2020; Molnar & Naranjo, 2020)." These 
are all valid concerns, but it is possible to process big data with proper checks and balances, controlling for both 
individual and group privacy (Salah, Canca, et al., 2022), and we should weigh their usefulness in the context of 
specific risks. After all, flexible and ubiquitous technologies such as mobile phones do have many uses -  such as in 
helping to contain the spread of a pandemic (Oliver et al., 2020), and the existence of technology— and associated 
data— brings an obligation with it, in that if it is possible to responsibly harness it for improving the lives of people, 
it should be considered seriously by governmental and non- governmental actors (Letouzé & Oliver, 2019).

The primary potential of big data for migration research seems to be in addressing data gaps (Bircan et al., 
2020; Bosco et al., 2022), which are created by, for instance, inconsistencies in the definitions and data collection 
methodology, lack of adequate statistics and plainly lacking data on irregular migration. Different data types may 
provide information about such gaps (Salah, Bircan, et al., 2022). Mobile phone call detail records contain very 
detailed mobility information, but some exceptions aside, are processed without linking it to demographic infor-
mation, to protect the privacy of the data subjects. Nonetheless, it can be used to produce wealth indicators, show 
the concentration and mobilities of groups, indicate infrastructure usage, and even provide indicators of social 
integration by modelling intergroup encounters and communication (Bakker et al., 2019). Remote sensing provides 
population estimates that are considered valuable information in contexts of natural and man- made disaster areas 
and climate- related mobility (Bircan, 2022). Social media data can be a particularly rich source offering different 
insights depending on the platform. For example, Twitter can provide information about sentiments of and about 
migrants and refugees while LinkedIn can offer indicators about skilled migration, and Facebook on demographics 
(Bosco et al., 2022; Coimbra et al., 2022; Kim et al., 2022). Combining multiple data sources can potentially be 
even more powerful; for example, refugee mobility and settlement can be observed via mobile phone data, and 
real- estate price averages can be linked to home locations, so examining these two sets of data together provides 
an opportunity to estimate refugee wealth in greater detail (Bertoli et al., 2019).

What are the premises under which data gaps are filled? First of all, data access is an important issue. Some 
of these data sources are publicly available for research (e.g. remote sensing data with limited resolution), but 
others are buried in the servers of private companies and very difficult to access (e.g. mobile CDR). Second, pro-
cessing such high volumes of data requires mastery of data scientific tools, possibly including database manage-
ment systems, scripting tools and analysis tools that range from natural language processing to image processing, 
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depending on the modality. Ideally, this calls for interdisciplinary collaborations between computer scientists and 
migration scholars. The third premise is the translation of migration scholars’ inquiries (or the data gap) into the 
disciplinary language of computer scientists while simultaneously avoiding reductionisms typical for this field. For 
instance, if social integration is to be assessed via mobile phone data, quantitative indicators should be found that 
are of relevance to social integration, and they need to be validated with some approach. Blumenstock et al. (2015) 
used previous census data to validate their method, but if there is a data gap to be addressed, there may not be 
such an obvious choice. The assumptions under which the approximations and projections would work should also 
be determined in collaboration to account for not only domain expertise, but also biases that may come from the 
algorithmic models employed. Finally, applied ethics expertise is required to properly assess the potential risks, 
and this topic is mostly lacking from most technical computer science curricula. The ethical review is necessary 
not only for the study itself but also for the communication of results, given the sensitivity that surrounds how 
the findings are communicated.

As a way of addressing the first difficulty, Verhulst and Young (2019) proposed data collaboratives, which are 
public- private partnerships based on data owned by private parties. Different models have been proposed for 
such collaborations (Letouzé & Oliver, 2019), but the main idea is that a private dataset is re- purposed for public 
good. Data challenges are a form of data collaboratives, where the private data are processed to remove personal 
information and opened to a larger research community, allowing multiple groups to analyse it from different 
aspects (Salah, 2021). An example of such challenges was the Data for Refugees (D4R) project supported by 
TUBITAK, UNHCR, UNICEF and IOM, where Türk Telekom opened a mobile CDR dataset collected in Turkey from 
1 million users over a year to provide insights into Syrian refugee mobility in Turkey with the aim of improving 
their living conditions (Salah et al., 2019). This challenge, with 60+ participating research teams (and an ethics 
committee examining both the projects and resulting publications) was useful for capacity building, initialising 
inter- disciplinary and international collaborations, and creating some policy recommendations. However, a chal-
lenge is (typically) a one- off event and sustainable data processing requires longer relationships, where the infra-
structure must be created to share computed indicators instead of the data itself. Furthermore, to be truly useful, 
data- driven recommendations must be taken up by researchers with deep domain expertise and by policy makers, 
further investigated, combined and triangulated with existing information sources and evaluated by taking into 
account other qualitative factors influencing research and policy considerations. Bridging the data gaps requires 
actions from all involved parties, including private data holders, policy makers, and most importantly, migration 
scholars and data scientists bridging disciplinary language gaps.
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